The course home page will open ... in some cases you will have to select the labeled folder – in others the course will appear completely (see the next slide).
This is the course home page ... please note the marginal info along the left side as well as the course itself in the center of the page.

Select the links to navigate from week to week in the course.

The first link you should choose is the top link (it might be labeled TOPIC 0 or it may be more specific).
Selecting the top link will open the course info page. It contains various resources for you to go over ... start at the top and work your way down.

Most courses will have DISCUSSION FORUMS and links to READINGS and links to ACTIVITIES and links to DOCUMENTS. Complete them in order, from top to bottom.
After selecting the DISCUSSION forum link, you will be able to add to the discussion forum and you can view posts of classmates but scrolling down.

Posts with an orange vertical line along the right margin are posts that are new since you last logged in to the forum.

You can also select HIGHLIGHT USER and see each of your classmates listed and just review their posts and replies.